
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Our Mission:  The Glendale Community College Regional Consortium welcomes adult learners  
of all abilities and provides accessible pathways to skill acquisition and education towards  

viable employment, through multiple career partners. 
 

Adult Education Implementation Meeting  
February 17, 2022  1:00pm-3:00pm 

 

Webex Meeting Agenda 
Link: https://gca.webex.com/gca/j.php?MTID=me747a4e76ba43f3e7e17ef11c57e39cf    

 
 

Agenda Item Purpose Person(s) 
Responsible 

Timeframe 

I.  Introduction A. Welcome  

B. Roll Call 
 

Alfred 

MaryAnn 

5 min. 

II. Public Comment A. Community Comments 

 

Community 5 min. 

III.  Minutes A. Review & Approval of 
Minutes for January 20, 2022. 

Board 5 min. 

IV.  Director’s Report A. Updates from the Director 

 

Alfred 10 min. 

V.  Strategic Planning A. Marketing Assets Update 
B. Consortium Assessment 

MAP 
 

75 min 

VI.  Partner Updates A. Status & Updates  
 

Partners 20 min 

VII.  Next Meeting A. Next meeting date:  
March 17, 2022 

 

VIII.  Adjourn A. Adjournment  

 

https://gca.webex.com/gca/j.php?MTID=me747a4e76ba43f3e7e17ef11c57e39cf
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Adult Education Implementation Virtual Meeting:  WebEx   
January 20, 2022  1:00pm-3:00pm 

 

Attendees: Abigail Espericueta, Jackie Hernandez, Laura Isaacs-Galvan, Naomi Sato, 
Carmen Wynn, Jan Young, Ani Khachikyan, Jonathan Pelletier, Tina 
Andersen-Wahlberg, Melissa Younesian, Edith Azizian  

Board Members: Judith Velasco, Alfred Ramirez 

Coordinator: MaryAnn Pranke 

Meeting Notes 

Agenda Item Outcome 

I.  Minutes A. Review & Approval of Minutes for December 16, 2021 
1. Minutes for December 16, 2021 were reviewed and 

approved as submitted. 
 

II.  Director’s 
Report 

A. Director Update & Report 
1. Alfred reported that Winter session will continue until 

February 17, 2022. Spring semester begins February 23rd.  
 

2. All classes are remote and will continue to be remote. 
 

3. Any visitor to campus, including students, must show proof 
of vaccination or negative COVID test result. 

 
4. Garfield offices are short staffed due to COVID.  

 

III.  Professional 
Development & 

Partner 
Engagement 

A. Short-Term Vocational Programs at Garfield - GCC 
1. Jan Young presented how short-term vocational programs 

are developed based on data to ensure there is a demand 
for the skills developed through these programs. 
 

2. Multiple programs are now available for potential students. 
Jan will send the presentation and Spring schedule to 
MaryAnn who will disseminate the information to all 
partners and members.  

 

IV.  Three-Year 
Planning 

 

A. CAEP Self-Assessment 
1. MaryAnn facilitated the self-assessment of Criteria 

Category 1.  Partners and members provided input and 
entered their score in the chat for each element reviewed 
in Category 1.  
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Agenda Item Outcome 

V.  Partner 
Updates  

B. Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS): 
1. Tina announced that she will be retiring at the end of 

February. 
 

2. Alfred and Judy extended their sincere thanks for her 
contributions and good wishes in her retirement. 

 
3. MaryAnn and others in the group also extended their 

thanks and appreciation. 
 

C. Glendale Youth Alliance 
1. Laura reviewed the workforce programs and supportive 

services that were displayed on the flyers included in the 
packet for young adults, ages 18-24. 
 

D. Verdugo Workforce Development Board (VWDB) and 
Verdugo Jobs Center (VJC) 
1. Judith shared that the VJC continues to support people in 

need both remotely and in-person. 
 

2. Judith also reported that she is meeting with the other six 
Workforce Boards to reassess community needs, including 
the needs identified as a result of the pandemic and the 
multiple barriers that individuals are facing. The Boards 
are finding a situation in which Los Angeles has people 
without jobs and jobs without people. 
 

3. MaryAnn provided an update on the Biocom Institute 
Technician Credential (BioTC), led by Grifols Biologicals 
and designed with six additional BioScience companies.  
The credentialing process has launched and the next 
exam date is February 25, 2022. There will be an official 
launch event and she will keep the group posted. 

 
E. English as a Second Language (ESL) at Garfield 

1. Naomi share that Winter session continues with ESL 
classes. She is currently working on developing ESL 
programs at Level 3 and 4 and conversational ESL for the 
workplace. 
 

F. Library 
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Agenda Item Outcome 

1. Jackie announced that the library now has office hours 
from 9:00am – 1:00pm. They are still waiting for the 
outcome announcement of their ESL grant application.  
 

G. The Campbell Center 
1. Abigail announced that the office is now closed and all 

services are now provided remotely until further notice. 
 

H. Department of Rehabilitation (DOR) 
1. MaryAnn introduced and welcomed Jonathan Pelletier as 

the new representative for DOR. 
 

2. Jonathan noted that he is new and still learning about the 
Department.  He had no updates this month to share. 

 

VI.  Next Meeting Next meeting date:  February 17, 2022; 1:00-3:00pm 
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CONSORTIUM PROGRAM 
QUALITY SELF-ASSESSMENT 
 
The Consortium Program Quality Self-Assessment Tool is designed to provide consortia with 
a way to begin important conversations about the quality of their collaboration and impact 
within their communities using a self-directed quality improvement process wherein 
consortium agencies may work collaboratively to assess their strengths and weakness, and to 
develop strategies to enhance policies, procedures and practices accordingly. 
 
This tool is appropriate for formative assessment and building teams that will work toward 
program improvement. This tool is not intended to be used as an external evaluation tool. 
However, by engaging in honest, open conversations with key stakeholders through 
meaningful conversations, consortia will be on the path to better manage themselves and 
serve students more effectively and efficiently. While there are many right ways to use the 
self-assessment, it is critical that stakeholders have a clear sense of the purpose, process, and 
intended use of the results before undertaking a large-scale self-assessment process.  
 
This self-assessment tool utilizes and expands upon concepts introduced by Completion by 
Design’s Loss-Momentum Framework and developed under the aegis of the California Adult 
Education Program Consortium and Member Effectiveness Field Team. Created with input 
from practitioners and experts in the field of Adult Education, this self-assessment tool was 
created to help consortia evaluate their effectiveness in the following key areas: 

1. Capacity 
2. Connection 
3. Entry 
4. Progress 
5. Completion/Transition 

 
On the following pages are a series of prompts that may be used to describe the 
effectiveness of regional consortia and their members. Within each of the 5 sections, there 
are various measures and examples of evidence for each indicator of effectiveness. Consortia 
will be able to pick from a rating of 1-5 (1 being low on effectiveness and 5 being high on 
effectiveness). 
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Instructions 
Read each of the following items and select the option that best describes your consortium 
and / or member agency currently. Group discussions of the indicators are encouraged in 
order to represent far-ranging views of consortia effectiveness. After conducting the self-
assessment, interpretations can be made for how effective consortia are in the key areas. If 
the majority of answers were rated as: 

• 1s: There is strong need for improvement and the consortium has an urgent need to 
address this area. 

• 2s: The consortium is making progress in this area but can improve further. This area 
needs targeted support in order to improve its outcomes. 

• 3s: The consortium is doing well in this area but needs additional work to be 
addressed.  

• 4s: The consortium is doing very well in this area and need only a few improvements 
in order to be exceptional. 

• 5s: The consortium is exceptionally proficient in this area, evident in many ways. This 
area can serve as an example or model for other consortia to follow. 

Consortia should strive to have a majority 3s, 4s, or 5s for each indicator to demonstrate 
overall effectiveness. Assistance and support should be so sought for areas scoring mostly in 
1s and 2s.  
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Quality Indicator #1:  Capacity 
Key Concept: This section asks questions about the consortium and individual members’ ability to support 
each other and build capacity to deliver high quality adult education to meet community needs. 

1.1. Consortium maintains effective collaborative processes for planning, implementation and 
accountability.  

1.1.1.  1 
No staff positions are charged 
with overall consortium 
management / coordination 

2 3 
Part-time staff are charged 
with overall consortium 
management / coordination 

4 5 
1 or more staff charged with 
overall consortium 
management / coordination 

1.1.2.  1 
Consortium seldom convenes 
to discuss progress toward 
goals 

2 3 
Consortium occasionally 
convenes to discuss progress 
toward goals 

4 5 
Consortium frequently 
convenes to discuss progress 
toward goals 

1.1.3.  1 
Consortium has few 
documented processes or 
procedures for facilitating 
collaboration and 
coordination (i.e., shared 
calendars, bylaws, 
governance, etc.) 

2 3 
Consortium has some 
documented processes and 
procedures for facilitating 
collaboration and 
coordination (i.e., shared 
calendars, bylaws, 
governance, etc.) 

4 5 
Consortium has significant 
documented processes and 
procedures for facilitating 
collaboration and 
coordination (i.e., shared 
calendars, bylaws, 
governance, etc.) 
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1.2. Consortium agencies have the leadership, management, and accountability processes 
necessary to meet community need for adult education 

1.2.1.  1 
Few agency leaders (adult 
school principals, community 
college staff with consortium 
leadership roles (deans, 
directors, etc.)) have the 
knowledge, skills, and abilities 
to meet the goals and 
objectives of the California 
Adult Education Program. 

2 3 
Some agency leaders (adult 
school principals, community 
college staff with consortium 
leadership roles (deans, 
directors, etc.))  have the 
knowledge, skills, and abilities 
to meet the goals and 
objectives of the California 
Adult Education Program. 

4 5 
Mostly all agency leaders 
(adult school principals, 
community college staff with 
consortium leadership roles 
(deans, directors, etc.))  have 
the knowledge, skills, and 
abilities to meet the goals and 
objectives of the California 
Adult Education Program. 

1.2.2.  1 
Resource allocations (e.g., 
time and funding) for several 
agency leadership positions 
(principals, deans, etc.) are not 
commensurate with 
community need and program 
size 

2 3 
Resource allocations (e.g., 
time and funding) for some 
agency leadership positions 
(principals, deans, etc.) are not 
commensurate with 
community need and program 
size 

4 5 
Resource allocations (e.g., 
time and funding) for agency 
leadership positions 
(principals, deans, etc.) are 
commensurate with 
community need and 
program size 

1.2.3.  1 
Few agencies can be said to 
participate fully in consortium 
activities 

2 3 
Some agencies can be said to 
participate fully in consortium 
activities 

4 5 
Mostly all agencies can be 
said to participate fully in 
consortium activities 

1.3. Consortium agencies have resources that promote adult learning and provide high levels of 
access to communities of need 

1.3.1.  1 
Few agencies have staffing 
models that support agency-
wide coordination and 
collaboration to achieve high 
levels of student success and 
AEBG outcomes 

2 3 
Some agencies have staffing 
models that support agency-
wide coordination and 
collaboration to achieve high 
levels of student success and 
AEBG outcomes 

4 5 
Mostly all agencies have 
staffing models that support 
agency-wide coordination and 
collaboration to achieve high 
levels of student success and 
AEBG outcomes 

1.3.2.  1 
Few agencies have access to 
sufficient number of 
classrooms and other learning 
spaces appropriate for adult 
learners 

2 3 
Some agencies have access to 
sufficient number of 
classrooms and other learning 
spaces appropriate for adult 
learners 

4 5 
Most agencies have access to 
sufficient number of 
classrooms and other learning 
spaces appropriate for adult 
learners 
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1.4. Professional development provides opportunities for faculty and staff to turn new 
knowledge into practice 

1.4.1.  1 
New program staff / member 
representatives are expected 
to learn about AEBG policies 
on their own 

2 
 

3 
Some program staff / member 
representatives receive limited 
training and orientation to the 
consortium or AEBG policies 
and guidance 

4 
 

5 
All new program staff attend 
local program orientations 
that includes a thorough 
review of AEGB policies and 
guidance 

1.4.2.  1 
Existing professional 
development for staff has not 
been aligned to ensure that 
the skills of staff meet the 
consortium’s mission and 
outcome goals. 

2 3 
Existing professional 
development for staff is 
somewhat aligned to ensure 
that the skills of staff meet the 
consortium’s mission and 
outcome goals. 

4 5 
Existing professional 
development opportunities 
for staff are clearly aligned to 
with the consortium’s mission 
and outcome goals. 
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Quality Indicator #2:  Connection 
Key Concept: This section asks questions about the consortium members’ ability to provide 
coordinated, proactive engagement to potential students on educational and training options and 
choices. 

2.1. Consortia and members collaboratively engage prospective students from communities of 
high need to provide services in aligned program areas 

2.1.1.  1 
Few if any programs develop 
annual recruitment plan(s) 
or establish stretch goals for 
number of students enrolling 
in program areas 

2 3 
Some programs develop 
annual recruitment plan(s) or 
establish stretch goals for 
number of students enrolling 
in program areas 

4 5 
Mostly all programs develop 
annual recruitment plan(s) or 
establish stretch goals for 
number of students enrolling 
in program areas 

2.1.2.  1 
Few programs conduct 
outreach or early 
engagement with 
prospective students to help 
them understand educational 
options and services 
available 

2 3 
Some programs conduct 
outreach or early engagement 
with prospective students to 
help them understand 
educational options and 
services available 

4 5 
Mostly all programs conduct 
outreach or early engagement 
with prospective students to 
help them understand 
educational options and 
services available 

2.1.3.  1 
Data are not used to inform 
recruitment 

2 3 
Some census data, labor 
market data, and / or 
assessments of regional and 
community needs are used to 
inform recruitment 

4 5 
Recruitment is consistently 
informed by census data, 
labor market data, and / or 
assessments of regional and 
community needs 
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2.2. Consortium agencies demonstrate a “no-wrong door” approach to regional education and 
training 

2.2.1.  1 
Few counselors and advisors 
are knowledgeable of 
programs and services offered 
by the consortium 

2 3 
Some counselors and advisors 
are knowledgeable of 
programs and services offered 
by the consortium 

4 5 
Mostly all counselors and 
advisors are knowledgeable 
of programs and services 
offered by the consortium 

2.2.2.  1 
Counselors / advisors are not 
comfortable referring students 
to programs or agencies 
outside of their home 
campuses 

2 3 
Counselors / advisors are 
somewhat comfortable 
referring students to programs 
or agencies outside of their 
home campuses 

4 5 
Counselors / advisors are 
comfortable referring students 
to programs or agencies 
outside of their home 
campuses 

2.2.3.  1 
Few if any agencies have 
program maps that clearly 
delineate requirements and 
aligned career pathway 
opportunities across members 
and partners 

2 3 
Some agencies have program 
maps that clearly delineate 
requirements and aligned 
career pathway opportunities 
across members and partners 

4 5 
Most all agencies have 
program maps that clearly 
delineate requirements and 
aligned career pathway 
opportunities across members 
and partners 

2.2.4.  1 
Curricula are seldom 
organized around common 
standards for program areas 
college and career readiness, 
and instructional practices 
incorporate the skills and 
knowledge learners need to 
transition successfully to 
postsecondary education, 
training, and the workforce 

2 3 
Curricula are somewhat 
organized around common 
standards for program areas 
college and career readiness, 
and instructional practices 
incorporate the skills and 
knowledge learners need to 
transition successfully to 
postsecondary education, 
training, and the workforce 

4 5 
Curricula are mostly all 
organized around common 
standards for program areas 
college and career readiness, 
and instructional practices that 
incorporate the skills and 
knowledge learners need to 
transition successfully to 
postsecondary education, 
training, and the workforce 
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Quality Indicator #3:  Entry 
Key Concept: This section asks questions about the consortium members’ ability to have 
established common intake and assessment procedures and provide career and goal exploration 
and planning that addresses individual student needs and interests 

3.1. Consortia and members orient adult learners in a manner that is culturally responsive and 
promotes self-efficacy and confidence 

3.1.1.  1 
Few programs provide 
mandatory orientation for first-
time students 

2 3 
Some programs provide 
differentiated orientation for 
first-time students 

4 5 
Programs provide mandatory 
“high-touch" orientation for 
first-time students designed to 
help students identify career 
options and goals aligned to 
student skills and interests, 
clarify program and 
administrative requirements 
and timelines, and assist with 
course selection and access to 
support services, including 
financial planning / literacy 
and other wrap-around 
services 

3.1.2.  1 
Few to no partnerships exist 
among community providers 

2 3 
Some partnerships exist 
among a few providers in the 
community to provide 
counseling, social, and 
academic supports 

4 5 
Programs partner with 
providers in the community to 
provide case management 
services to students, including 
counseling and social and 
academic supports. 

3.1.3.  1 
Few students have meaningful 
access to high-quality 
counseling services 

2 3 
Some students in certain 
programs have access to high-
quality counseling services 

4 5 
Nearly all students have 
access to high-quality 
counseling services from 
initial contact 
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3.2. Consortia and members use multiple measures to inform placement, education and career 
planning, classroom instruction, and continuous improvement activities 

3.2.1.  1 
There is little to no uniformity 
or consistency among 
providers regarding 
assessment, placement, and 
use of individual learning 
plans. 

2 3 
There is some consistency 
among providers regarding 
assessment, placement, and 
use of individual learning 
plans. 

4 5 
Providers have adopted 
common assessments and 
placement policies, which 
directly inform students’ 
individual learning plans 

 
3.3. Students complete individualized educational plans that reflect an informed understanding 

of their educational and career options 

3.3.1.  1 
Few students develop 
meaningful individual 
educational plans. 

2 3 
Some students develop 
individual educational plans 
they use to track progress 
through their programs. 

4 5 
Individualized educational 
and support service plans are 
developed early in the 
educational experience and 
updated regularly based on 
student goals, assessment, 
and learner outcomes 

3.3.2.  1 
Career planning occurs at the 
end of students’ programs, if 
at all.  

2 3 
Some programs provide 
integrated career planning 
that is sometimes captured as 
part of students’ individual 
educational plans. 

4 5 
Learning plans are shared 
across agencies and drive 
academic and career 
planning. Career planning is 
integrated throughout 
students’ educational 
experience. 
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3.4. Consortia and members collaborate in the provision of proactive counseling and support 
services to promote persistence and long-term student success 

3.4.1.  1 
Few agencies assess or 
promote the full range of 
wrap-around supports 
students need. 

2 3 
Some programs informally 
assess student needs and 
make referrals to partners for 
services.  

4 5 
Students are provided the full 
range of student services to 
support their ability to 
successfully complete 
programs, including financial 
assistance, housing, access to 
food / nutrition, child care, 
books & materials, physical 
and mental health services.  

3.4.2.  1 
There is almost no consistent 
approach to proactively 
identifying student needs or 
connecting them to 
supportive services. 

2 3 
Dedicated advisors / staff / 
faculty tend to coordinate 
academic and non-academic 
supports to students, though 
procedures may not be 
formalized. 

4 5 
Early alert systems are 
integrated into programs and 
prompt action by advisors / 
staff / faculty who coordinate 
to provide academic and non-
academic support to students 
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Quality Indicator #4:  Progress 
Key Concept: This section asks questions about the consortium members’ ability to have shared 
and aligned programs which allow students to accelerate progress via courses that are geared 
toward academic, career, and community goals. 
 

4.1. Agencies have aligned and articulated programs  

4.1.1.  1 
No alignment has occurred 

2 3 
Some alignment has occurred, 
and some curricula have been 
updated based on current 
learning theory and promising 
practices 

4 5 
Curricula are aligned, up-to-
date and informed by current 
learning theory and promising 
practices with well-articulated 
instructional goals of 
reasonable scope and 
sequence 

4.1.2.  1 
No alignment / articulation has 
occurred 

2 3 
Some programs are 
monitored for successful 
alignment and articulation 

4 5 
Consortia / members actively 
track performance of aligned 
programs using established 
data collection procedures 
and agreed upon measures of 
skills attainment 

 
4.2. Agencies offer robust integrated education and training programs    

4.2.1.  1 
Minimal contextualized ESL is 
provided at a small number of 
agencies 

2 3 
Some concurrent enrollment is 
available 

4 5 
Several concurrent enrollment 
opportunities across a number 
of disciplines are available 

4.2.2.  1 
Few to no concurrent 
enrollment opportunities are 
available 

2 3 
Some contextualized ESL or 
basic skills IET courses are 
provided  
 

4 5 
Basic skills and ESL courses 
are contextualized to include 
workforce training and 
workforce preparation 
activities 
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4.3. Agencies provide coordinated, ongoing, consistent student support 

4.3.1.  1 
There is little to no 
coordination around student 
support services  

2 3 
Some agencies have 
processes for tracking student 
supports needs and acting on 
data to ensure student success
  
    
   
 

4 5 
Members have shared tools 
and procedures for collecting 
counseling, transition, and 
support services data and 
provide coordinated referrals 
to members / partners 
Student satisfaction surveys 
show high rates of satisfaction 
(90% or better) across all 
agencies 
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Quality Indicator #5:  Completion / Transition 
Key Concept: This section asks questions about the consortium members’ ability to facilitate 
timely program completion and successful transition into postsecondary education, training, and / 
or employment. 
 

5.1. Programs demonstrate effectiveness in transitioning students into postsecondary and / or the 
workforce 

5.1.1.  1 
There is little to no 
coordinated case 
management or formal 
support for transition into 
post-secondary or the 
workforce 

2 3 
Some agencies provide case 
managed transition support, 
though processes may not be 
uniform or aligned across 
agencies 

4 5 
Members have shared 
systems and procedures to 
support transition process 
(alignment of standards, 
collocated transition 
specialists, warm hand-offs, 
case/referral management 
and tracking) 

5.1.2.  1 
Few programs have formal 
articulation / dual-enrollment 
policies or agreements 

2 3 
Some programs have formal 
articulation / dual-enrollment 
policies or agreements 

4 5 
Nearly all programs have 
formal articulation / dual-
enrollment policies or 
agreement that enable easy 
transition into postsecondary 
training. 

5.1.3.  1 
The consortium does not set 
performance targets and only 
rarely looks at student 
achievement in a coordinated 
way 

2 3 
Some programs may set 
performance targets and / or 
there are consortium plans to 
develop processes to do so 

 5 
Nearly all consortium 
agencies actively collaborate 
to set and track performance 
targets and student 
achievement 
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5.2. Partnerships with local workforce and community service providers are integrated into 
programs of study 

5.2.1.  1 
Programs have few if any 
formal relationships with 
regional partners 

2 3 
There are some formal 
agreements with regional 
partners to provide support 
services in a select number of 
programs 
 

4 5 
Programs actively collaborate 
with partners to provide 
service-learning, job-
shadowing, mentoring, 
internships, apprenticeships, 
and / or other work-based 
learning opportunities and / 
or services to students that aid 
in the development of 
employability skills 

 

5.3. Programs conduct continuous improvement planning that is in conjunction with all regional 
adult education stakeholders 

5.3.1.  1 
Relatively little formal 
evaluation of program 
effectiveness is conducted 

2 3 
Programs regularly assess 
their effectiveness supporting 
student goal achievement 
using data from AEBG 
accountability systems and 
additional local measures of 
effectiveness (industry 
recognized credentials, AEBG 
completion measures (high 
school credentials) 

4 5 
Programs regularly assess 
their effectiveness supporting 
student goal achievement 
using data from AEBG 
accountability systems and 
additional local measures of 
effectiveness (industry 
recognized credentials, AEBG 
completion measures (high 
school credentials) 

5.3.2.  1 
Consortium does not conduct 
meaningful continuous 
improvement planning. When 
it does, community partners, 
staff, faculty, students, and 
other stakeholders are rarely 
involved. 

2 3 
Community partners, staff, 
faculty, students, and other 
stakeholders are sometimes 
involved in continuous 
improvement planning and 
evaluation. Opportunities to 
participate may be reserved 
for only some powerful and/or 
influential agencies or 
employees. 

4 5 
Community partners, staff, 
faculty, students, and other 
stakeholders are engaged in 
continuous improvement 
planning and are involved in 
evaluating program 
effectiveness and design 



For additional information on career opportunities please visit:
https://nowhiring.com/portos/ or call 818-240-1000 Ext. 5403

GCC’s Career Center is hosting a hiring event 
for current employment opportunities at: 

PORTO’S BAKERY (ALL LOCATIONS)

OPEN TO EVERYONE 
Masks are mandatory

Porto’s Bakery is hiring!
Current Openings: Customer Service, Human Resources, IT, Cake Decorator, 

Maintenance, Kitchen Line Cook, Baker, Dishwasher and more!

Tuesday, March 1, 2022
10:00 AM–2:00 PM

Garfield Campus–Mariposa Plaza





This program is funded by the City Of Glendale CDBG CV3 grant. The GYA COVID 19 program  is an Equal Opportunity Program. 
Auxiliary aids and services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities. TTY 818-548-3857

Are you between 18-25 years old?
Was your employment affected by COVID (Laid off or received UI from January 2020 to present)?

Need gas cards, work attire or have past due utility bills?
CALL GYA TODAY! 818-937-8073

The Glendale Youth Alliance (GYA) COVID-19 Program 
will assist local youth ages 18-25 that are affected by 
COVID to return their lives to normalcy. Individuals that have 
been laid off from work and/or receiving Unemployment 
Insurance between January 2020 until the present qualify!

GYA will  provide intense case management as well as 
gas cards, work attire, pay utilities and other supportive 
services to successfully transition youth back into the 
workforce.

If you qualify, please contact Glendale Youth Alliance 
today at 818-937-8073.

This program is funded by the City Of Glendale CDBG CV3 grant. The GYA COVID 19 program  is an Equal Opportunity Program. 
Auxiliary aids and services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities. TTY 818-548-3857

COVID-19 RELIEF PROGRAM
Investing in Our Future Workforce

Glendale Youth Alliance Inc.Est.



The LIFERAP program provides case management and wrap 
around services to improve the quality of life of Glendale families 
by providing rental and employment assistance for low income, 
working households.

Eligibility Requirements:
Must be a Glendale resident
Currently residing in a rental unit
Have one or more children under the age of 18 - 
Minor must be 18 or younger at the time of application
Must have Right to Work documents
At least 1 family member must be working 32 hours a week or more
Must be willing to commit to the program for 12 months; 
meet with case manager monthly; open a saving plan; provide all 
necessary documentation
Cash aid (CalWORKS) recipients are not eligible for the program

   Low Income Family Employment and Rental Assistance Program (LIFERAP) is an 
Equal Opportunity Program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon request 
to individuals with disabilities with 3 days prior notice by calling (818) 937-8000. 
TTY users, please call (818) 548-3857.                                                   

Applications Open 
2/7/2022 – 2/25/2022

Family Annual Income Eligibility Guideline:

2 people   3 people   4 people   5 people   6 people
 $72,100     $81,100     $90,100      $97,350     $104,550

LIFERAP
Low Income Family Employment And Rental Assistance Program

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

For more information please contact:
Eliza Dzhaneryan • edzhaneryan@glendaleca.gov
(818) 937-8056

Applications can be submitted via email at:
edzhaneryan@glendaleca.gov or mailed to: 
c/o: Eliza Dzhaneryan – Verdugo Jobs Center 
1255 S. Central Ave. Glendale CA 91204




